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GeoCue has had a long association with the Pennsylvania State University (Penn State) where the John
A. Dutton e-Education program in the department of Geography uses LP360 in their on-line LIDAR
training program. Two of the instructors, Ms. Karen Schuckman and Mr. Mike Renslow, are very well
known throughout the LIDAR and photogrammetry communities. Mike and Karen have agreed to share
some of their student projects with us for publication in the newsletter. We think these student projects will
demonstrate not only the surprisingly sophisticated analysis that students are capable of performing in a
few short months of learning but they also demonstrate the wide variety of uses for LIDAR data.
This month, we are pleased to present “Exploring the Geographic Extent of Flooding in the Fox
River Valley at Cary and Fox River Grove, IL and Its Impact on Housing Using LiDAR and Related
Technology” by Mr. Andrew Dolch, one of Mike’s recent students. I think you will agree that this is quite
an advanced paper for a student newly introduced to LIDAR data analysis!
Andrew Dolch recently completed his Post-Baccalaureate Certification in GIS from Penn State
University which included a course in LiDAR use and management utilizing QCoherent LP360
Software. While completing his certification, he worked for Marion County, Ohio Regional
Planning Commission as an intern and paid consultant where he was first exposed to using
LiDAR. His first project involved creating a floodplain and flood inundation model of the Scioto
River in Prospect and LaRue, Ohio followed by a storm-water runoff management project for the
City of Marion, Ohio where he used LiDAR to collect impervious surface and structural data as
well as create a bare surface TIN of downtown Marion. Working in the GIS field since 2009,
Andrew currently is a self-employed GIS Technician, Analyst and Consultant working for AJD
Geospatial Concepts. He earned a BS Degree in Business Administration with a concentration
in Logistics Management and Transportation from The Ohio State University Fisher College of
Business. He can be reached at adolch@gisconsultingservices.com or adolch@insight.rr.com.
Karen Schuckman is Senior Lecturer in Geography at Penn State University, teaching remote
sensing and geospatial technology in the online programs offered by the John A. Dutton eEducation Institute. She also serves as a consultant to URS Corporation in Gaithersburg,
Maryland, where she provides expert knowledge in remote sensing and photogrammetry to
engineering practice groups, including floodplain mapping, disaster response and preparedness,
critical infrastructure, and transportation. As the Geospatial Technology Leader at URS from
2005 - 2006, Karen supported response, recovery and mitigation projects following Hurricanes
Katrina, Rita, and Wilma. From 1995 - 2005, she was with the EarthData group (now Fugro
EarthData), where she held several positions including geospatial applications director for
EarthData Solutions, senior vice-president of EarthData Technologies, and president and
general manager of EarthData International of North Carolina. Notable projects led by Ms.
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Schuckman for EarthData include LIDAR acquisition for the North Carolina Floodplain Mapping
Program, numerous transportation mapping projects for state DOT's, and technology
demonstration projects for NOAA, NASA and the US Department of Transportation.
Mike Renslow is a photogrammetrist with over 46 years of geospatial experience. He has
worked for government agencies, several private companies, and academia. He has been a
member of ASPRS for 41 years serving as president in 1999-2000 and active in ISPRS serving
on Council from 2008-2012.
Mike served as the editor-in-chief of the recently published ASPRS Airborne Topographic Lidar
Manual, and is currently an associate and technical editor of the forthcoming ASPRS Manual of
Remote Sensing, Fourth edition.
He is the current technical editor for Photogrammetric Engineering and Remote Sensing, and a
senior lecturer for Penn State University, John A. Dutton e-Education Institute in the Geography
Department teaching a course on Lidar Technology and Applications.
Mike is an ASPRS Certified Photogrammetrist (#1073) and an Oregon Registered Professional
Photogrammetrist (#78313RPP).

Exploring the Geographic Extent of Flooding in the Fox River Valley at Cary
and Fox River Grove, IL and Its Impact on Housing Using LiDAR and Related
Technology
by Andrew Dolch
Problem
The Fox River and associated watershed drains water from a large area of southeastern Wisconsin and
northeastern Illinois into the Illinois River including 938 square miles in Wisconsin and 1720 square miles
in Illinois (Fox River Study Group, 2013). The river is subject to periodic flooding including once each in
2013, 2011, 2010, and 2008 due to a culmination of several rainfall events over a ten-day period in the
watershed (Illinois Department of Natural Resources, Stratton Lock and Dam, n.d.). A series of dams
have been placed on the river to regulate flow. During significant rain events, the river will rise above
flood stage relative to the adjacent geography. Figure 1 shows the geographical distribution of the Fox
River watershed.
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Figure 1: Reference Map of the Fox River and Associated Watershed in Southeastern Wisconsin and
Northeastern Illinois showing the location of McHenry County, IL and the towns of Cary and Fox River
Grove which comprise the study area in the County.
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This study is designed to analyze the extent of flood inundation in two specific Fox River communities:
Cary and Fox River Grove. Marks and Bates described the value of LiDAR in flood inundation modeling
because of the accurate, high resolution, three-dimensional topographic data it provides (Marks and
Bates, 2000). In this study, 3D Digital Elevation Models (DEM) created from LiDAR data of McHenry
County are used to evaluate first the normal topography and hydrologic features of the Cary and Fox
River Grove area and then the same area subject to flooding at 12.7 feet above normal river height. The
DEM produced from the LiDAR was particularly useful for determining and displaying the reach of the
flooding because the resulting contour line that matches the 12.7 ft. crest of the river can be readily
located by the point elevation data displayed in the 3D ground DEM. The LiDAR data was also used to
produce an associated 3D Digital Terrain Model (DTM) in which buildings as well as other features were
classified. The resulting building class was exported to its own LAS file which then could be overlaid over
the flood inundation DEM to analyze the extent of the building impact from flooding in Cary and Fox River
Grove.
Study Area
Cary and Fox River Grove are communities that are about 40 miles northwest of Chicago lying on the
west and east side of the Fox River respectfully. They are located between two dams on the Fox River –
the Stratton and Algonquin Dams as shown in Figure 2. During normal operation, the water behind the
Algonquin Dam and at the foot of the Stratton Dam is maintained at an elevation of 730.3 ft. which sets
the height of the river at Cary and Fox River Grove. As shown in Figure 3, both communities are
composed of a mix of residential and commercial buildings and are served by commuter rail and major
highways.
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Figure 2: Reference Map showing the location of the towns of Cary and Fox River Grove to the Stratton
and Algonquin Dams on the Fox River.

Figure 3: Orthophotograph of the Cary and Fox River Grove study area displayed at a scale of 1:15,000.
Obtained from the McHenry County GIS Department.
Typically in flood inundation modeling, complex hydraulic equations are used to model flow rates of water
into and out of the area of interest (Marks and Bates, 2000). When the flow in exceeds the flow out, the
water rises until it hits flood stage. In this study, complex hydraulic models were not used because the
work was out of scope and accurate historical flood data were available for the area examined (NOAA,
Advanced Hydrologic Prediction Service, 2013). When a major rain event occurs, the gates of both the
Stratton and Algonquin Dams are fully opened to maximize outflow from the watershed. However, the
river may continue to rise and exceed flood height. On April 23, 2013 water reached 12.7 ft. (743 ft.
elevation) above maintained height behind the Algonquin Dam and 6.4 ft. (744 ft. elevation) above
maintained height behind the Stratton Dam. Therefore, for this study, it was reasonable to assume water
on the Fox River reached a steady state elevation of 743 to 744 feet at Fox River Grove and Cary, and
this elevation was used for the analysis.
Data
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A high resolution aerial orthophotograph of McHenry County covering Cary and Fox River Grove was
obtained from the McHenry County GIS Department through direct contact (McHenry County GIS, MrSID
Images, 2011). The orthophoto was produced in 2011 and has the following specifications:
Coordinate System = IL State Plane East, NAD83Harn97
Data Format = GeoTIFF
Spatial Posting = 0.5 ft.
LiDAR data were downloaded from the Illinois Geospatial Data Clearinghouse Height Modernization
Program (Illinois Geospatial Data Clearinghouse, Illinois Height Modernization, 2010). These data were
produced for both the USGS and the Illinois Department of Natural Resources by Aerometric in a mission
flown in November 2008 using the following acquisition parameters:
Platform = Optech 3100 EA sensor with an AB GPS and IMU system
Elevation = 1700 m
Scan Width = 36 degrees
Base Control = 12 NGS CORS Stations
12 NGS mounted controls
Check Points = 125 check points
The resulting LiDAR data met the following specifications:
Format = LAS 1.3
Horizontal Coordinate System = IL State Plane East, NAD 83HARN97
Vertical Coordinates = NAVD88
Nominal Point Spacing = 1.2 (3.98 ft.)
Point Density = 7.69
Vertical Accuracy (RMSE) = 0.36 m (1.19ft)
The orthophotograph was added to the work space first as a base layer using ARCGIS 10.1. This step set
the coordinate projection for the remainder of the work. Next, the four tiles of the LiDAR LAS file that
covered Cary and Fox River Grove – 0614, 0615, 0642, and 0643 – were selected and added to the
contents.
Method of Analysis
The LP360 software was used extensively throughout the processing and analysis of the data. The first
task was to prepare a well-defined DTM for the Cary and Fox River Grove tiles from which the other steps
could be conducted and the derivative products prepared. The LP360 Point Cloud Tasks tab was used to
filter and classify the point cloud and prepare a cleaner DTM in which the various classes of points were
more clearly resolved and characterized. First, using the Point Clouds Tasks tab, the Default Building
Filter was selected and executed using the settings in the Q Coherent Training Exercise. This placed a
number of the points in the Building Classification. This was followed by manual classification using the
Profile Tool to clean up the building selection because the filter had a hard time detecting very low profile
buildings. This session was also used to move the point cloud for the railroad bridge to the building class.
Next, the vegetation points were classified to two classes - high (10 – 150 ft.) and low (2 – 10 ft.)
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vegetation - by selecting Add a Task to the Point Cloud Task and then adding a height filter with two
ranges. The resulting DTM from these two classification activities is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Digital Terrain Model of the Cary and Fox River Grove study area showing the Building, High
Vegetation, Low Vegetation, and Bare Ground classes displayed at a scale of 1:12,500.
With all the Building points clearly classified, the Building class was exported to its own LAS file using the
Export LiDAR Data Command and setting the parameters for the Export Wizard given in the Q Coherent
Training Exercise with the First Returns class replaced by the Building class. The exported LAS files were
then added into ARCGIS using the LP360 Add Data command. This created a LAS layer that
subsequently could be overlaid over the bare earth DEM to determine which buildings were impacted by
flood inundation.
The next step was to create a hydro-flattened bare earth DEM that could be used for all subsequent
analysis. The DTM was converted to a bare earth DEM by converting the DTM to a TIN and then applying
an adaptive TIN Ground Filter. The resulting DEM was exported to ARCGIS using the LP360 Add Data
command. Breaklines were placed in the DEM along the edges of the Fox River as well as the edges of
the proximal ends of the large feeder streams using the Conflate Task Manager in LP360 and clicking on
water body and Edit Tasks. After setting the Edit parameters, an editing session was begun in ARCGIS
using the ARC Editor Snapping Option, the Sketch tool, and River Outline Conflation task to digitize
around the river edges. Using the resulting digitized breaklines around the water body, the River Flatten
Tool was used with Breakline Enforcement to hydro-flatten the Fox River. The resulting DEM with the
hydro-flattened river is shown in Figure 5. An important observation about the general topography shown
in this DEM is that while there are hills in some spots along the Fox River in Cary and Fox River Grove,
there are also low lying areas with gradual changes in elevation that you might expect to flood.
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Figure 5: Bare Ground Digital Elevation Model of the Cary and Fox River Grove study area in which main
water bodies (the river and proximal ends of large feeder streams) were hydro-flattened.
The final exercise was to prepare a hydro-flattened DEM defining the extent of flood inundation. Since I
had historical data establishing the height of the Fox River at Cary and Fox River Grove during a recent
flood, the challenge was to establish where on the 3D hydro-flattened DEM the topography fell below 744
feet. This was done by selecting the contour at 744 feet from the contours file provided with the LiDAR
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data and turning all other contours off. The resulting contour file was added as a layer to the map and
overlaid over the hydro-flattened DEM. The resulting hydro-flattened DEM as shown in Figure 6 illustrates
the low-lying areas along the Fox River subject to flood inundation.

Figure 6: Hydro-flattened Digital Elevation Model in which a breakline has been established using the
744 foot contour to define the extent of flood inundation.
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The biggest challenge in processing was achieving a completely hydro-flattened DEM. The Fox River has
a number of docks along it, particularly in Fox River Grove and Cary. These docks produce extraneous
elevations at the river’s edge that cause triangulation in the TIN and prevent complete flattening. In
retrospect, they should have been removed by manual classification into low noise.
Results
As can be seen in Figure 5, a bare earth hydro-flattened DEM characterizes effectively the topography of
Cary and Fox River Grove showing both the hilly areas as well as the low-lying plains with elevations only
slightly higher than the river on either side of it. As will be demonstrated below, these low-lying areas form
the basis of the flood inundation zone. As shown in Figure 7, a model where the Building LAS file is
draped over the hydro-flattened DEM clearly reveals the dispersion of buildings in Cary and Fox River
Grove and the fact that there are a large number of buildings in the low-lying plains on either side of the
river. An examination of the orthophoto confirms that most of these buildings are houses. Most of the
commercial buildings can be seen in the flat, higher ground.
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Figure 7: Hydro-flattened Digital Elevation Model in which a LAS Buildings Layer is draped over the DEM
to show the distribution of Buildings in Cary and Fox River Grove including the Low Elevation plains along
either side of the Fox River.
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Careful examination at enlarged scale of the hydro-flattened DEM showing the building layer reveals
artifacts in the river, Figure 8. As mentioned in the methods section, there are a number of docks along
the Fox River. Some of these docks show up as structures in the river in the Buildings LAS file. In
retrospect, these artifacts should have been classified to low noise and eliminated as buildings.
Overlaying a 2D shapefile of building footprints extracted from the DTM over the hydro-flattened DEM
produced a similar building model with slightly less noise and artifacts, Figure 9. Either the building
shapefile or the LAS file could be used to analyze and show the impact of flood inundation on buildings in
Cary and Fox River Grove.

Figure 8: Hydro-flattened Digital Elevation Model with the Building LAS Layer draped over the DEM
shown at higher magnification. Artifacts which are docks can be seen in the Fox River.
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Figure 9: Hydro-flattened Digital Elevation Model with a 2D Building footprint shapefile layered over the
DEM.
As shown in Figure 6, the extent of flood inundation can be determined and displayed using the hydroflattened DEM with a breakline layered at the 2013 flood height elevation 9744 ft.) using the contours ‘
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shapefile supplied with the LiDAR data. The flood inundation model confirms that the inundation zone
incorporates the low-lying plains on either side of the river. When the building layer is draped over this
flood inundation model, the number of buildings impacted by the extent of the inundation and their
geospatial location can be readily seen as shown in Figure 10. Other layers can be added to this flood
inundation model such as roads and parcels which allow the towns to identify which roads and properties
will be underwater during a flood event, Figure 11.

Figure 10: Hydro-flattened Digital Elevation Model with a breakline at the 744 foot contour showing the
Extent of Flood Inundation at Cary and Fox River Grove. The LAS Buildings Layer draped over the DEM
shows the Buildings in the Flood Inundation Zone.
Conclusion
This exercise demonstrated how a hydro-flattened ground DEM can be used to determine the extent of
flood inundation. In a hydrologic and hydrology study, the rise in water would be determined by complex
equations of water flow in and out of the region. The resulting elevation rise would then be mapped
against the topographical elevation of the area surrounding the water source. While such modeling is
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beyond the scope of this exercise, a flood inundation analysis was done using recent historical data on
flood elevation in Cary and Fox River Grove determining and showing the extent of flooding using a
hydro-flattened DEM. By preparing a 3D LAS building file from the DTM and draping this layer over the
flood inundation model, the impact of the flood zone on structures such as houses and commercial
buildings was shown. This identified the number of homes at risk of flooding during a significant rain event
and with the parcel data, the actual property owners. The value of LiDAR data in producing the Digital
Elevation Models and conducting flood inundation analysis was clearly demonstrated. With more time, I
would have under-taken more cleanup classification of low noise and eliminated artifacts in the building
layer due to docks.
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Figure 11: Hydro-flattened Digital Elevation Model showing the Flood Inundation zone and the Roads,
Properties, and Building in the zone that will be impacted by flooding.
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